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Event Type Hackathon

Event Level NSC

Venue HPC Lab

Total Participants 58

Students - External 58

Related SDG

Involved Staffs

Sl Name Role

1 Rajeshkumar S Coordinator

Outcome

Code Crafters proved to be a highlight of Fiestaa 24, fostering a competitive yet collaborative environment for participants to hone their
coding abilities. The event's success underscored its importance as a platform for fostering talent and promoting the culture of programming
excellence within the academic community.

Event Summary

The Code Crafters event, organized as part of Fiestaa 24, emerged as a resounding success, attracting a total of 58 external participants.
Held in the high-performance computing (HPC) lab, the competitive programming contest received overwhelmingly positive feedback from
participants, who lauded it as one of the best platforms to showcase their coding skills. The event garnered significant attention during the
Fiestaa mega event, achieving excellent outreach and engagement.Participants battled it out in intense coding challenges, showcasing their
prowess in algorithmic problem-solving and coding efficiency. The top three teams demonstrated exceptional skill and determination,
earning well-deserved cash prizes. The first prize, amounting to 1500, went to the highest-scoring team, followed by 1000 for the second
prize and 500 for the third prize.Overall, Code Crafters proved to be a highlight of Fiestaa 24, fostering a competitive yet collaborative
environment for participants to hone their coding abilities. The event's success underscored its importance as a platform for fostering talent
and promoting the culture of programming excellence within the academic community. The participant gave very good feedback about the
event.
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